THURSDAY, JUNE 7, 2007

SENATE QUORUM 12:00 PM Senate Chambers

10:00 AM: Group (1) Committees scheduled to meet
1:00 PM: Group (2) Committees scheduled to meet

Senate Community and Urban Affairs Meeting
Chair: Sen. Rice, Ronald L.
The Committee will not meet.

Senate Education Meeting 1:00 PM
Committee Room 6, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Turner, Shirley K.

The Committee will receive testimony from the Commissioner of Education on the reliability of data collected for the New Jersey School Report Cards and on gang violence prevention programs.

THURSDAY, JUNE 7, 2007 (continued)

Senate Judiciary Meeting (continued)

Considered:
- to be a member of the NJ Office on Minority and Multicultural Health Advisory Commission:
  - Michelle Howard of South Orange to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the NJ Election Law Enforcement Commission:
  - Honorable Linda Mae Aldridge Steenrod of Cape May to replace Barbara Tomalino, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the NJ Wagering, Tourism & Historic Preservation Commission:
  - Thomas R. Vena of South Orange for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a member of the NJ Election Law Enforcement Commission:
  - Virginia S. Bauer of Red Bank to replace Honorable Jack Sinagra, for the term prescribed by law.
- to be a Workers' Compensation Judge:
  - Jose LaBoy of Vineland to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Senate Labor Meeting
Chair: Sen. Sweeney, Stephen M.
The Committee will not meet.

*Senate Law and Public Safety and Veterans' Affairs Meeting
1:00 PM Committee Room 1, 1st Floor,
State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Girgenti, John A.

A420 [Bodine, Francis L./Chatzidakis, Larry/Manzo, Louis M.–3], Missing persons, Alzheimers, juv-concern

A1940 [Murawelski, John S./Cohen, Neil M./Chivukula, Uppenda J./Stack, Brian P.–6], Pub. util. emp. id, misuse-upgrade penal

AJR124 [Albano, Nelson T./Van Drew, Jeff/Burzichelli, John J./Fisher, Douglas H.+13], HERO Camp. st.-declares St. of NJ

S2426 [McNamara, Henry P.], MV insur. fraud-concerns

S2518 [Inverso, Peter A.], Missing persons, Alzheimers, juv-concern

S2558 [Karcher, Ellen/Buono, Barbara], Hist. preserv. proj. grants;$11M

Atlantic City Convention and Visitors Authority.

Chair: Sen. Buono, Barbara

S2729 [Codey, Richard J./Lesniak, Raymond J.], Student loans-concerns

ACR217 [Conaway, Herb/Watson Coleman, Bonnie/Van Drew, Jeff/Greenwald, Louis D./McKeon, John F.–7], Children's Health Insur Prog-fed funding

S1060 [Allen, Diane B.], Devel. disab.-estab. placement trusts

S147 [Connors, Leonard T./McNamara, Henry P.+3], Patient infections-report cert. info

S2264 [Buono, Barbara], Retail food estab.-prov nutritional info

S189 [Borges, William J.], Motor vehicles-offenses

S1006 [Allen, Diane E.], Deliv. disp.-rebate, placement trusts

S2264 [Buono, Barbara], Retail food estab.-prov nutritional info

S2264 [Buono, Barbara], Retail food estab.-prov nutritional info

S2947 [Wheaton, Tim], Telecommunications

S2758 [Karcher, Ellen/Buono, Barbara], Hist. preserv. proj. grants;$11M

Atlantic City Convention and Visitors Authority.

Chair: Sen. Buono, Barbara

S2729 [Codey, Richard J./Lesniak, Raymond J.], Student loans-concerns

ACR217 [Conaway, Herb/Watson Coleman, Bonnie/Van Drew, Jeff/Greenwald, Louis D./McKeon, John F.–7], Children's Health Insur Prog-fed funding

S1060 [Allen, Diane B.], Devel. disab.-estab. placement trusts

S147 [Connors, Leonard T./McNamara, Henry P.+3], Patient infections-report cert. info

S2264 [Buono, Barbara], Retail food estab.-prov nutritional info

S189 [Borges, William J.], Motor vehicles-offenses

S1006 [Allen, Diane E.], Deliv. disp.-rebate, placement trusts

S2264 [Buono, Barbara], Retail food estab.-prov nutritional info

S2264 [Buono, Barbara], Retail food estab.-prov nutritional info

S2947 [Wheaton, Tim], Telecommunications

S2758 [Karcher, Ellen/Buono, Barbara], Hist. preserv. proj. grants;$11M

Atlantic City Convention and Visitors Authority.
ASSEMBLY SESSION (continued)

A3790 [Cohen, Neil M./Stack, Brian P./Panter, Michael J.+6], Physical therapy svc.-concerns access

A3845 [Baten, Christopher], Green bldgs.-concerns

A3873 [Baron, Bill/Greenstein, Linda R./Chivukula, Upendra J.], Crimes-concerns statute of limitations

A3951 [Lampitt, Pamela R.], Water Supply Bd.-appro. Camden Co. proj

A3988 [Dugley, Joan M./Poole, Nellie/Prieto, Vincent], M.V accident-concerns

A3977 [Scalera, Frederick J./Thomas P./Diegnan, Patrick J.], Pub. util. emp.-concerns

A3989 [Panter, Michael J.+2], Continuing care retir. community-concerns

A4009 [Caraballo, Wilfredo/Egan, Joseph V./Burchielli, John J./Van Drew, Jeff/Greenstein, Linda R.], Constr. emp.-concerns classification

A4101 [Greenstein, Linda R./Panter, Michael J./O’Toole, Kevin J./Malone, Joseph R.], Leg. ethics-concerns

A4012 [Whelan, Jim/Albano, Nelson T./McKeon, John F./Biondi, Peter J./O’Toole, Kevin J./Malone, Joseph R.], Van Drew, Jeff+3, Leg.-restrict receipt of things of value

A4015 [Panter, Michael J./Schaer, Gary S./O’Toole, Kevin J./Malone, Joseph R./Biondi, Peter J.+2], Governmental affairs-agents-concerns

A4014 [Connors, Jack/Conway, Herb/Koch/McKeon, John F./Malone, Joseph R./Biondi, Peter J./O’Toole, Kevin J.], Pub. off.-candidate-prob cert Ifds

A4044 [Conway, Herb/Chivukula, Upendra J./Prieto, Vincent/Greenstein, Linda R./Greenstein, Robert M./Munoz, Eric], Health Info. Tech. Promotion Act

A4053 [Gordon, Robert M./Cruz-Perez, Nina/Malone, Joseph R./Gordon, Robert M./Manzo, Louis M.+13], Towing co.-req lic and regulates

A4086 [McKeon, John F./Greenstein, Linda R./Panter, Michael J./Epps, Charles T.], Env. sound materials-concerns purch.

A4149 [Connors, Jack/Conway, Herb/Koch/Nieves/Van Drew, Nina/Dev, Jeff/Greenstein, Linda R./Malone, Joseph R.], Disambi.-renew civil svc preference

A4175 [Barbieri, John F./Van Drew, Jeff+6], Govt. affairs agents-concerns


A4424 [Munoz, Eric/Schaer, Gary S./Brannick, Jon M.+3], Israel’s held captive-U.N. help free

A4427 [Burchielli, John J./Scalera, Frederick/Jackson, Douglas H.], Urban Area Security Initiative zone

A522 [Karcher, Ellen/Buono, Barbara+4], Child abuse-concerns

A534 [Scalera, Frederick J./Thomas P./Diegnan, Patrick J.], Pub. util. emp.-concerns

A536 [Cruz-Perez, Nilsa/Malone, Joseph R./Johnson, Gordon M./Manzo, Louis M.+11], Mitochondrial Disease Awareness Wk.-desig

A537 [Stender, Linda/Greenstein, Linda R./Munoz, Eric], Lymphedema Awareness Day-Mar. 6

A5427 [Burchielli, John J./Scalera, Frederick/Jackson, Douglas H.], Urban Area Security Initiative zone

A573 [Biondi, Peter J./Johnson, Gordon M./Malone, Joseph R./Van Drew, Jeff/Greenstein, Linda R.], Constit.-action not in effect

A602 [Lampitt, Pamela R./Greenstein, Linda R./Chivukula, Upendra J.], Crimes-concerns statute of limitations

A603 [Steele, Alfred E.], Constable-training concerns

A604 [Steele, Alfred E.], Constable-training concerns

A689 [Lampitt, Pamela R./Greenstein, Linda R./Chivukula, Upendra J.], Crimes-concerns statute of limitations
Senate Budget and Appropriations Meeting (continued)
S2645 [Vitale, Joseph F.], Burial and transit permit fees-concerns S2723 [Ciesla, Andrew R./Allen, Diane B.+1], Autism diagnoses registry-maintain;$500K
For Discussion Only:
S2777 [Weinberg, Loretta], Religious observance-lic. test dates S2653 [Vitale, Joseph F.], Med. Malpractice Liab. Insur. Premium Fd
*Senate Commerce Meeting 1:00 PM
Committee Room 1, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Gill, Nia H.
S997 [Kyriollo, Joseph M./Scutari, Nicholas P./Moriarty, Paul D./Brannick, Jon M./Mayer, David R./Garcia, Nilsa+12], Donation clothing bins-reg.;
S830 [Lesniak, Raymond J.], Domestic insur. co.-concerns investments S2377 [Weinberg, Loretta], Religious observance-lic. test dates S2653 [Vitale, Joseph F.], Med. Malpractice Insur. Premium Fd
*Senate Economic Growth Meeting 10:00 AM
Committee Room 1, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Lesniak, Raymond J.
For Discussion Only:
S2495 [Bark, Martha W./Littell, Robert E.], Preserved farmland-devel easements
*Senate Environment Meeting 10:00 AM
Committee Room 10, 3rd Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Smith, Bob
S2782 [Adler/Sacco Concerns certain riparian lands in Jersey City. S2650 [Vitale, Joseph F./Buono, Barbara], Env. laws-updates enforcement prov. S2753 [Buono, Barbara/Allen, Diane B.+3], Env. infrastructure proj.-appropri. fds. S2754 [Smith, Bob/Asselta, Nicholas]+3, Land-recreation & conserv. proj.$40M S2762 [Smith, Bob], Env. infrastructure proj.-changes S2763 [Vitale, Joseph F./Buono, Barbara]+2, Env Infrastructure Trust-make proj loans
*Senate State Government Meeting 11:00 AM
Committee Room 7, 2nd Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Coniglio, Joseph
S2780 [Cardinale, Gerald/Girgenti, John A.+1], Court fees, cert.-concerns
*Senate Transportation Meeting 1:00 PM
Committee Room 10, 3rd Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ
Chair: Sen. Sacco, Nicholas J.
S2792 [Sacco, Nicholas J.], Sacco-Concerns tenure in office for certain county road supervisors will also be considered.
A856 [Stanley, Craig A./Payne, William D./Stack, Brian P.], Hwy. entry-exit ramps-concerns